
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

WHY UNIFORMS? 

CCCA standards of dress are based on scriptural teachings of modesty and appropriateness and apply to all school events unless activity-

specific clothing is otherwise indicated. We are committed to Christian excellence not only in word and deed, but also appearance. Uniforms 

facilitate school pride while helping maintain a focus on learning in the classroom and may help reduce clothing costs, which are influenced by 

ever-changing fashion trends. Uniforms can also help increase security, making non-CCCA individuals obvious on or around campus. 

 

UNIFORM REQUIREMENTS 

Clothing should be a style/fabric considered uniform-standard. However, many items advertised as uniform-standard (i.e. shorts, jumpers, skirts) 

will not meet CCCA standards regarding length. There is no requirement to purchase from a specific store or vendor. Administration has final 

authority regarding questions of appropriateness and may adjust any dress code requirement at any time to maintain school standards of dress. 

  

BOYS ▪ YOUNG MEN 

SHIRTS 

Polo-style short-sleeved or long-sleeved shirt in approved color 

    may not have logo or emblem unless CCCA 

    must be tucked in pant or short beginning 1st grade 

 

 

PANTS & SHORTS 

Long pant or short in khaki or navy blue 

    may not be overly loose or tight-fitting 

    must be worn with a solid black or brown belt beginning 1st grade 

    shorts must be no more than two (2) inches above the knee when seated 

 

GIRLS ▪ YOUNG LADIES 

SHIRTS 

Polo-style short-sleeved or long-sleeved shirt in approved color 

    may not have logo or emblem unless CCCA 

 

PANTS, SHORTS & SKIRTS 

Long or capri-style pant in khaki or navy blue 

    may not be overly loose or tight-fitting 

    ‘skinny’ pants or knit, legging-style pants are not permitted 

Short in khaki or navy blue 

    must be no more than two (2) inches above knee when seated 

Skirt or jumper in khaki, navy blue or navy blue-based plaid 

    must be worn with fitted short 

    leggings or tights must be a solid color with no pattern or design            REVIEWED 02/2021 
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APPROVED UNIFORM COLORS 

SHIRTS 

Dark (forest) green  

Dark (navy) blue 

Light blue Maroon 

Red    White 

 

PANTS, SHORTS, SKIRTS, JUMPERS 

Khaki (light tan) 

Navy (dark) blue or 

         Navy blue-based plaid 

  

  ALL STUDENTS 

SHOES & SOCKS 

Shoes must be close-toed/heeled and appropriate for daily 

   outdoor activity; sandals or Crocs are not permitted 
 

Socks must be a solid color with no pattern or design 
 

OUTERWEAR 

Outerwear worn in the classroom must be dark (navy) blue    

    with no pattern or design, or CCCA logo merchandise 

 


